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Introduction.
A decreasing tower [Ta: a < 6} on the set of natural numbers uj (with respect to the mod finite order) is a family of infinite sets Ta C w such that (i) if a < ß < 6, then T0 C* Ta (i.e., (7> -Ta) is finite and (Ta -7» is infinite), and (ii) there does not exist an infinite H C oj such that 77 C* Ta for all a < 6. For convenience, we assume that (u> -Tb) is infinite. An ultrafilter u E uj* is called a T-point provided there exists a decreasing tower T such that T Eu.
For u E ßtü -u and a sequence / : w -► X, we say that a point x G X is a u-limit point of f (denoted x = u-limf) provided that for every neighborhood V of x in X we have f~1(V) G u. A space is u-compact if every sequence has a «-limit (see [V3, §4] ). The main results in our paper are the following theorems.
1.1. THEOREM. For every decreasing tower T on u there is an associated sequentially compact, noncompact FR-space X(T). Conversely, if X is a sequentially compact, noncompact FR-space, then there exists a tower T such that X = X(T).
1.2.
THEOREM. Let X = X(T) be a sequentially compact noncompact FRspace and u e w*. Then X is not u-compact if and only if there exists v G ui* such that v D T and v <rk ii.
The inequality in 1.2 is the Rudin-Keisler (pre)-order on the set of ultrafilters on w, and v <rk « means that there exists a function /: cj -► w such that f(u) -{A C u>: f~l(A) Eu} = v (see [CN, Chapter 9] ).
Our first application of these results is a new, consistent solution to the Scarborough-Stone problem [SSt] : Is every product of sequentially compact spaces countably compact?
It is well known (cf. [Va, 4.4] ) that in order to give a negative solution to the Scarborough-Stone problem, one must find a family F of sequentially compact spaces such that for every u E w* there exists X E F such that X is not u-compact.
1.3.
COROLLARY. There exists a family of sequentially compact FR-spaces whose product is not countably compact if and only if for every u E u>* there exists a T-point v such that v <rk u. Balear, Frankiewicz, and Mills [BFM] constructed a model of set theory in which every u G u)* is a T-point. Since u <rk u IS trivially true, Corollary 1.3 applied in this model shows that FR-spaces can be used to give a consistent negative solution to the problem of Scarborough and Stone (Corollary 1.3 can also be applied in certain models of Hechler [H] (see §3)). All of the previously known consistent solutions to this problem [R, RW. JNW, Vj., vD2] are given in models of set theory in which the cardinal equality b = c holds (in [vD2] b = c is shown sufficient), but in the models in [BFM and H] the inequality b < c holds. This difference in set theory is manifested topologically in the number of sequentially compact spaces needed to have a family of such spaces whose product is not countably compact. In each of the previously known solutions mentioned above, the authors constructed a family of 2C sequentially compact spaces whose product is not countably compact, but in some models of Hechler we construct a family of less than c sequentially compact spaces whose product is not countably compact (see §3).
We give further applications of our results in §3 by answering questions raised by van Douwen, Stephenson, and Vaughan. In §4 we give a few results about T-points.
In a preprint of this paper, we raised the obvious question: Is the set-theoretic condition in 1.3 a theorem of ZFC? After seeing our preprint, K. Kunen answered this question in the negative. In a letter of 9 August 1985, he proved the following result: MA + ->CH + <0>(c, wi-limits) imply that there exists a selective, non-T-point tío in u)*. Since selective ultrafilters are minimal in the RK-order, the uo in Kunen's theorem has the property that for all T-points v E u>*, v ^rk uo-R is still n°t known whether there is a model of b < c where the condition in 1.3 fails.
2. Proofs of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2. Let X be an FR-space. We will identify the countable dense set of isolated points in X with the set w, and assume that the remainder W = X-u is an ordinal 6 with the order topology. To avoid confusion we also assume that in this context 6 and u> are disjoint. Of course, different FR-spaces may have different remainders; so the ordinal 6 will vary.
Franklin and Rajagopalan constructed the first FR-space as a quotient of ßu>. These spaces were also studied by R. Levy [L] for the case W = u>i +1. We give the set-theoretic version of this construction which is similar to spaces of Mary Ellen Rudin [meR] and E. van Douwen [vDj., vD3] .
PROOF OF THEOREM l. I. Construction of an FR-space X(T) from a tower T.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Let T = {Ta: a < 6} be a tower. Let W be the well-ordered space 6 with the order topology, and put X = coUW (recall that we assume w and W are disjoint). The points of uj are to be isolated. For each a e W -{0} define a basic open neighborhood for each ß < a and each F G [w]<w (= the set of all finite subsets of w) by V(a; ß, F) = h e W : ß < n < a} U (T0 -Ta) -F.
It is straightforward to check that these sets form a base for a topology on X, and that X is an FR-space (for more details see [vDj] ). In addition, this space is sequentially compact and not compact (since W is a limit ordinal). Thus for every tower T, there is a sequentially compact, noncompact FR-space X(T), and this proves the first part of Theorem 1.2. We now prove the second part.
2.1.
PROPOSITION. If X = w U W is a sequentially compact, noncompact FR-space, then there exists a tower T on u> such that X = X(T).
PROOF. For a EW, let Ua be a clopen, compact set such that Ua D W -[0,a]. If a < ß, then Ua C* Up since otherwise the infinite set (Ua -Up) Duj has a limit point in (Ua -Up) f) W -0. Similarly, if Ua Pi u> C* 77 for all a E W, then w -77 is finite. Put Ta = u> -Ua-This set is infinite since X is not compact. Thus, T -{Ta: a E W} is a decreasing tower on ui. We show that X -X(T). By definition, the set underlying the space X(T) is wUW = X. Thus, we have to show that the topologies are the same. Thus, for the obvious F, aE(ß,a]U(Tp-Ta)-FcU.
The case for a = 0 is similar and this completes the proof.
If in the proof of 1.1, another choice of Ua (say U'a) were made such that UaDW = [0, a], we see that (Ua -Ua) U (Ua -Ua) is finite. Hence the towers [Ua '■ a E W} and {U'a : a E W} are the same in the mod finite order. In this sense we may refer to the tower T associated with a given sequentially compact, noncompact FR-space X, and write X = X(T).
PROOF OF THEOREM 1.2. First we assume that u,vew*, f e"u>, fiu) = v, and v D T. We show that X(T) is not w-compact. Let g be / regarded as a function from w into X(T). For each Ta E T, g-l([0M U (« -Ta)\ = g-^oj -Ta) = f~l(w -Ta) £ u; so g has no «-limit in X(T). Conversely, assume that X(T) = oj U W is not ucompact; say g: u -* X(T) has no u-limit in X(T). Define fin\ _ Í £(") Hg(n)eu>, \0Euj iig(n)eW. 3. Models in which every u G oj* is a T-point. 3.1. DEFINITION. For f,g euu! we define / <* g provided there exists N Euj such that for all n> N, f(n) < g(n). It is well known that every countable subset of uw has an upper bound in this mod finite order.
The following lemma expresses in different terminology the technique used by Balear, Frankiewicz, and Mills to prove the consistency of the statement that every u E oj* is a T-point.
3.2. LEMMA. Let k,X be cardinals with k > cf(A). If there exist unbounded chains {/Q: a < X} and {ga: a < k} in "w (with the mod finite order), then there exist a family of k towers each indexed by X, and a family of X towers each indexed by k, such that every u e oj* contains one of these towers. In particular every u e oj* is a T-point.
In [BFM] it was shown that such pairs of unbounded families can be found by adding Ni Cohen reals to a model of MA+not-CH. While this is of independent interest, there is a more flexible way to get such unbounded families of functionsjust call on the following theorem.
THEOREM (HECHLER [H]
). If M is a countable standard model of ZFC and (P, <) is a poset in M, and if in M the following hold: (i) the cardinality of P is no more than 2**°, and (ii) every countable subset of P has an upper bound in P, then there is a forcing extension N of M which preserves cofinalities (hence cardinals) and for which (2k)aí = (2K)jv for every cardinal k in M, and such that in N, (P, <) is order isomorphic to a dominating (i.e., cofinal) subset ofuoj with the mod finite order.
Hechler pointed out [H, Theorem 8.5 ] that if we apply this theorem to P = kx X with the usual product order (i.e., (a.ß) < (7,6) iff a < 7, ß < 6), then P, and hence also "w in some model N, has an unbounded chain isomorphic to A and another unbounded chain isomorphic to k.
3.4. DEFINITION. A space X is initially m-chain compact (where m is an infinite cardinal number) if every transfinite sequence / : n -* X has a convergent (cofinal) subsequence for all infinite n < m (see [V2¡) . In this terminology, a sequentially compact space is another name for an initially w-chain compact space. A space X is called initially m-compact, provided every open cover of cardinality < m has a finite subcover, strongly m-compact if every filter base of cardinality < m traces on a compact set, and totally initially m-compact if for every filter base J on X with 17\ < m, there exists a filter base Q on X such that |£| < m, Q is finer than J, and every ultrafilter finer than Q converges to a point of X.
Clearly, strong m-compactness => total initial m-compactness => initial rn-compactness. Further, if X = w U 6 is a sequentially compact FR-space, then for every m < cï(6), X is initially m-chain compact (this is obvious) and strongly m-compact (since every filter base J on X with |/| < m traces on a compact set of the form [0, a] U (oj -Ta) for some a < 6).
3.5. COROLLARY. Let m be an infinite cardinal number. It is consistent that c be "arbitrarily large" with m++ < c, and that there exists a family of m++ initially m-chain compact, strongly m-compact FR-spaces whose product is not countably compact.
PROOF. Take k = m+, X = m++, and P -X x k with the product order. By 3.3 and 3.2 it is consistent that there exist a family 7 of k towers indexed by A and a family Q of A towers indexed by k such that every u G oj* contains one of these towers. For each Tel, X(T) = oj U m++ and for each T E Q, X(T) = ojö m+. In either case, X(T) satisfies both compactness-like properties, and n{x(^) : T G 7 U ^} is not countably compact.
This gives consistent answers to two questions raised by Vaughan in [Va] -One question asked for examples of initially m-chain compact spaces, not m-bounded for m > oj. As noted above it is consistent to have FR-spaces I = uUW with W homeomorphic to m+ > oji\ so it is consistent to have initially m-chain compact spaces which are not m-bounded nor even w-bounded (since X is separable, but not compact). The second question asked if initial m-compactness is productive for m > Wi. By the preceding corollary, it is consistent that a product of m++ FRspaces can fail to be initially m-compact or even countably compact. This question was answered earlier by E. van Douwen who used GCH to construct two initially m-compact spaces whose product is not initially m-compact [VD3]. Our example is different since FR-spaces are initially m-chain compact, and it is known that for any m > oji the product of two (or even coi) initially m-chain compact spaces is initially m-compact [V2, Theorem 1]. Corollary 3.5 also answers consistently three questions raised by R. M. Stephenson, Jr., concerning products of totally initially m-compact spaces (see [St, pp. 624, 625] ).
We can also answer two questions of van Douwen raised in Topology Proceedings (3 (1978) , 532). In Problem (22), he asked: Is initial m-compactness productive if m is singular? The answer was known to be "yes" under GCH (see [SS and SV] ). Corollary 4.5 shows that the answer is "no" under certain set-theoretic assumptions: Let m = N^, k = m+, and A = m++ = c in the ground model. Put P = k x X, and proceed as above. This also answers another related question of van Douwen in Problem (21) . For other examples, including cardinals greater than c, see [vD2] .
The next result shows, among other things, that in a single model of set theory, one can have a variety of families of sequentially compact, FR-spaces with which to answer the question of Scarborough and Stone (in the negative).
3.6. THEOREM. It is consistent that c be "arbitrarily large'" and that for each infinite cardinal m with m++ < c, there exists a family of m++ initially m-chain compact FR-spaces whose product is not countably compact.
PROOF. Given any aleph, KQ, let M be a model in which c = ftp > Na, and let F be the E-product of {oja : 0 < a < ß, cf(a) / oj}, i.e. the set of all points in the product n{w«: 0 < a < ß,ci(a) ^ oj} with at most countably many nonzero coordinates, and give F the product order. Then for every a < ß, P has an unbounded chain of cardinality oja (e.g., take the set of all functions which are 0 everywhere except at a). Apply Hechler's theorem (3.3) and Lemma 3.2 to get the required model.
Using a technique of Z. Frolik (see [V3, Example 4.13] ) we can also prove 3.7.
COROLLARY. It is consistent that there exists a sequentially compact space Z such that the product space ZU2 is not sequentially compact, and c can be arbitrarily large.
Remarks
about T-points. Using the following known technique, we give some rather easy proofs to several basic results about T-points. PROOF. First we prove that if p • q is a T-point, then so is q. Suppose that {Ta : a < 6} is a decreasing tower contained in p • q. Put Si = {a < 6: {n G oj : (i, n) E Ta} E q} for every i G oj. Since 6 = 1J{5¿ : i E oj}, some S¿ is cofinal in 6. Then {T: a G Si} is also a tower in p ■ q. Put Sa = {n G oj: (i,n) E Ta} for all a E S¡. Then Sa E q by definition and it is easy to see that {Sa : a E S} is a decreasing tower.
Next we prove the converse. Suppose that {Sa ■ a < 6} is a decreasing tower in q. Of course {""^(Sq) : a < 6} is not a mod finite tower, so we cut it down to the following set in p • q: X = {(n,m) : n < m}.
Put Ta = 7T2"1(S'Q) n X for all a < 6. First note that Ta E p ■ q since {nEoj: ({n} x oj) DTa e q} = oj G p.
It is easy to check that {Ta : a < 6} is a decreasing tower. We now list some consequences of Theorem 4.2.
4.3.
COROLLARY. There exists a decreasing tower which is contained in 2C ultrafilters. In particular, there exist 2C T-points.
PROOF. Let q be any T-point, and {Sa: a < 6} a decreasing tower contained in q and {Ta : a < 6} the tower defined on oj x oj from {Sa : a < 6} in the proof of Theorem 2.3. As shown in that proof, for every p G oj* , the ultrafilter p ■ q contains the tower {Ta : a < ß}. The result follows from the obvious fact that p ^ p' implies p-q^p' q (see [CN, 7.21] ).
Since p ■ q is never a F-point, we have 4.4. COROLLARY. There exists a T-point which is not a P-point.
It is easy to see that the continuum hypothesis (or more generally "s = wi"; see [vDj] ) implies that every F-point is a T-point. In a preprint of this paper we asked if it is consistent to have a F-point which is not a T-point. Kunen also answered this question. His (consistent) selective, non-T-point uq is (under MA) a F-point. Topology (K. Kunen and J. Vaughan, eds.), North-Holland, 1984, pp. 569-602. department of mathematics and statistics, university of south carolina, Columbia, South Carolina 29208 department of mathematics, university of north carolina at greens-
